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HIGHJUMP DOCUMENT
IMAGING AND
MANAGEMENT
Don’t lose or misfile another important document. Use our
document imaging solution to convert them into digital copies
with searchable meta-data, user-definable keywords, and
“entity type” classifications.

FEATURES

STOP SEARCHING FOR KEY DELIVERABLES


Converts paper documentation

Forrester Research defines document imaging software as “software for scanning,
capturing, indexing, retrieving, processing and archiving digital images of documents and
electronic forms.”

into a searchable, digital format

Designed for scalability

and tuned for maximum
performance

Eliminates risk of misfiling
or destroying important
documents

Powerful and adaptable
infrastructure that is easy to
deploy and use

Compatible with both HighJump
solutions and most third-party
SQL-compliant applications

Enables searching through
user-definable keywords and
“entity types”

Familiar user interface with
Microsoft office feel

The document imaging solution of the HighJump Supply Chain Suite allows you to
break the chains of your filing cabinet and put the power of your system to work instantly
retrieving the document or image that you’re looking for.
The system was built using the latest in Microsoft technology, designed for scalability,
and tuned for maximum performance in high-volume applications. Our document
imaging solution allows you to maximize cost savings by using a single system to
manage and associate your electronic documents, irrespective of the enterprise system
that underlies them.
The solution empowers you to convert paper documents and forms into a searchable,
digital format, thereby eliminating the risk of misfiling or destroying important documents.
It is simple to deploy and use. But, don’t be fooled – its powerful infrastructure can adapt
quickly to any need that your business has and help keep you competitive in today’s
complex market.
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POWERFUL META-DATA ENGINE
One of the elements that sets the document imaging solution apart is its underlying
meta-data engine which defines how it associates documents with nearly any SQLcompliant enterprise application in the market today. Take advantage of the module for
both HighJump solutions as well as popular applications from Microsoft, Sage, SAP, and
Infor.

EXTENSIVE RETRIEVAL OPTIONS
While users will most often retrieve documents and images contextually from within the
underlying application, the solution also provides powerful search capabilities to find
documents based upon user-definable keywords and “entity types.”

INTUITIVE USER EXPERIENCE
It’s not enough to be robust – you have to be easy to use. Our innovative user interface is
delivered in a browser, but acts like a familiar Microsoft Office solution that you use every
day.
When you’re uploading documents and associating them with records in one of the
HighJump solutions, your experience will be consistent with saving a document in Word
or Outlook or Sharepoint.

ABOUT HIGHJUMP
In almost every industry, buyers are becoming
more fickle, and more demanding. For logistics
executives, effectively meeting buyer needs
has become a relentless quest for speed and
agility. Traditional supply chain solutions – siloed,
complex and hard-to-implement – no longer
suffice, as competitors find ways to deliver goods
faster and more profitably.
In this “now” economy, HighJump helps you
stay agile, with adaptable, connected solutions
that harness the power of your trading partner
community. From the warehouse to the storefront,
from the desktop to the driver’s cab, we can
help you achieve new levels of supply chain
responsiveness, performance and profitability.
HighJump’s suite of warehouse management,
business integration, transportation management,
and retail/DSD solutions form a complete,
powerful and adaptable platform that allow you to
drive growth, customer satisfaction and revenue.
HighJump: supply chain accelerated.

THE HIGHJUMP TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding HighJump or how our products can improve
your business, our passionate team is here for you.

Call us today at 800.328.3271. or email info@highjump.com
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